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HOFFMAN
by Terry Halsey

Hoffman dormitory

POSSIBLE INFERNO?
disconnected.) The smoke would
move freely and quickly

through the hallways and stair

well. There is one chain ladder

which provides escape through

the 2nd floor hallway window.
Conceivably, however, the

hallway could be blocked with

smoke, and a person would

The possibility of such a

occurring is unsettling.

annon, Tuckaway and
Dormitories present the

problem, because of their

open stairwells and inadequate

escape routes. Though the open
stairwell is not a problem in

other dorms, there are hazards

there that would prevent their

being certified as safe by state

ells uld require

building. Structural renovation

requires a great deal of money.
Recently considerations of

safety raised the estimate for

renovation of Tuckaway from
the $50,000 level to the

$200,000 level. Fire escapes

on the outside of buildings

would also be a very expensive

solution to this dangerous
problem, The necessary changes

(cont. page 3)
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Students Meet With Regents
by Anne Brakebill

Relations between the Board
of Regents and the student body
of the University have taken on

a new dimension through the

newly established Regents'

Committee on Student Life.

In the past a similar Regents'

committee has sought to deal

with student problems by
including in its membership
individuals with diverse roles in

student life, the

nbership. Serving

Bishop William Sanders,

committee chairman; Bishop
Christopher Keller; Bishop
George Murray; and the

Als< the

Un sity

the

first

nity. But

of tht

committee, which included

student representatives,met.

Representing the College are

student trustees Allen Reddick

and Neal Pylant, and at-large

representative Pat Boswell.

The decision to include

students was the result of a

mutual desire on the part of the

Regents and the students of the

College, Academy, and

Seminary, to widen the channels

of communication between the

two groups by putting the

Regents directly "in touch"

with students.

In its effort to gather

information on student needs

and to discern attitudes

committee are Dean Cushman
and Dean Seiters; Chaplain

Charles Kiblinger, Assistant

Chaplain Daryl Canfill, and
Academy Chaplain Harry
Bainbridge; Mr. Cook, Dean of

Students at the Academy, and

Academy student Arthur
Collins; and, the Rev. Stiles

allowed foi

> gathering,

/as covered.

ied, for it hinges

jns taken by the Board
nts as a whole, -not only

in those in the future as welt

Representatives Pylant, Reddick
and Boswell all expressed theii

gratification with the si:

atmosphere of openness which

prevailed at the meeting. Pylant and Reddick

DR. BEMET HIGHLIGHTS REGENTS MEETING
by Terry Halsey University Avenue

Last weekend V.C. Bennett
wlU h°USe mamec

which $ Approval of plj

The building f Apprt j appointment $n million) and the 4% salary

increasefor u

held a press conference

he outlined the highligh

work dont' by the regents diirini

their recent stay upon the

mountain. These highlights

f Approval of the

of the "Nelson Sanford Trust

Fund" in a six unit apartment

structure near airport road and

Health Officer.

sity employees.

Vice Chancellor also said

secured for the $250,000 needet
to renovate Tuckaway dorm.

t Approval of a $180 increase

in tuition at the School of

Theology, raising the tuition to

$1800 a year.

of thet Approval of purcha

Harkins' House by University.

This addition to the University

Housing Pool will be used

as a residence for Dr. Leonard

and his family.

Approval of the university's

t Approval of

name the new hospital "Emerald

Hodgson Hospital." The old

Emerald Hodgson Hospital

will be converted into a

dormitory for I students of

the college and renamed

Hodgson Hall.

t Approval of the gradual

SPMA SIGNS WEISBERG

Tim Weisberg (left) and band

by Walter Givhan

iced that Tim Weisberg

and his band will perform at

Guerry Auditorium at 8:06 p.m.

on Monday, February 23.

Tickets will be one sale at the

door at the prices of $1.00 for

students and $3.00 for

Blending elements of jazz

into a rock format, the flautist

is considered to be moving in a

new, exciting direction

musically. Weisberg has recorded

five albums for A&M Records,

beginning in 1971 with "Tim

"Hurt Edge,

"Drumspeaker
Weisberg 4," and "Listen to the

City." The latest endeavor,

"Listen to the Gity," is the

flautists's premier attempt at a

concept album. "Listen to the

City" is devoid of lyrics and
attempts, according to Weisberg,

to portray the moods and
energies of city life through a

musical flow.

Weisberg was classically

trained at Valley State College.

In 1969, the musician appeared

at the famed Monterey Jazz

Festival, where he received

praise from such jazz giants as

Cannonball Adderly and Duke
Ellington. Since that time,

Weisberg has recorded his first

five albums, appeared on "Don
Kirsher's Rock Concert" and the

"Midnight Special," and, along

with his band, played on the bill

with such acts as Mahavishnu

Orchestra, Dave Mason, Focus,

and the Butterfield Blues Band.

Weisberg's band is composed

of Lynn Blessing (keyboards,

vibes, synthesizers), Doug
Anderson (bass). Todd Robinson

(guitar), and Ty Grimes (drums).
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SEWANEE ARTS IN NEED OF TIME AND MONEY
In recent weeks some of the

students have wondered why tl

Outside Inn has not been open Outside Inn in

and why Sewanee Arts has not offered a var

been heard from recently. An entertainment

investigation of Sewanee Arts packed houses,

points to a bit of irony in the provided an inval

answers to these questions. a large proporlioi

The absence of the Outside hody, as well a

Inn's brightly colored publicity faculty and

posters around campus is an residents. This si

indication that a void exists

the past has

iety of live

'.o consistently

absence. every-weekend schedule. None

Sewanee Arts has limited its of the members are paid for

activities as the Student this work (although some
Activities Fee Committee has secretarial assistance is provided

limited the funding support the Sewanee Arts by College Work
organization receives. The Study). Countless other hours go

Outside Inn receives no janitorial into preparing publicity, finding

help from the university, so and arranging for entertainment,

student members of Sewanee and then presenting a

Arts (whose membership is open performance; all hours spent are

to anyone) spend at least 15 I

20 hours per week getting tl

physical set-up ready when tr

i voluntarily.

theThe irganization

labo - lh;.1

efforts of Bob Dilworth and

Hank Selby, the group's two
presidents the two semesters,

who witnessed many an

unsalaried sunrise typing,

printing posters, or scrubbing

the Outside Inn, while sacrificing

This past September the-

leadership changed hands in the

the SAFC has cut back

Sewanee Arls budget sine

and the present budget is just have

enough to keep the building in volun

shape, to keep sound equipment

good repair (despite the fact

other 1

by the SAFC, and there simply

; the Uike:

thai

rent free) and t

i publicity budget

ent opportunitie

1974-75 school yea

the Outside Inn every weekend.

As a result, former Outside Inn

manager Mike Coop has resigned

to "return to college life and

study." J.E.R. Friedenberg has

now volunteered
12)

Students Fed Up With Food

Pfa Seta 'K<zfifi*>

Skcfo "TttemfanA
' Twenty -three juniors and consecutive semesters of a

seniors in the University's 3.60 or higher average.

College of Arts and Sciences Seniors recently elected are

are soon to be initiated into Andrew L. Hawkins, Robert

the Sewanee Chapter of the Phi C. Clark, Robert H. Miller,

Beta Kappa fraternity. Phi Beta Wendy E. Warden, Robert

Kappa is a national fraternity Pearigen, Sandra Sanderlin,

honoring excellence in Elizabeth Mills, John David

scholarship; local chapters elect Crews, Franklin L. Wessinger,

their own members, and William Gregg.

Grade point average is only Juniors recently elected are

one of the criteria considered James A. Bradford, Helen

for election into the fraternity. Mary McClellan, Susan

Chapters mav iot accept more Alexandra Wilson, Betsy Carole

than fifteen Cox, Anne Brakebill, John

ss into their Roger Ball, Carol Ann Linden,

ranks. The grade point Jess B. Hendricks III, Maibeth

demanded for election are five Porter, David Ryan Champhn,

by Walter Givhan

Recently 400 students

expressed their dissatisfaction

with Gailor food on a poster at

the entrance of the dining hall.

The poster heading was a series

of questions including: "Are

your tastebuds trying to tell

you something? Do you feel

tired and listless after meals

instead of full of energy? Are

bad meals becoming the rule

Elliott's personal suggestions

for improving the quality of

the meal fare.

Miss Elliott attended the

University of the South for

two years before transferring

to the University of Georgia.

She has returned to Sewanee as

a senior. After working at

Gailor and then seeing the

commented "I sincerely feel

that I'm not getting a balanced

meal every time."

e semestersof a 3.75 Grant Willis

higher average of

'An old friend with i

FORMERLY BANK OF SEWANEE
Compounding interest daily — paying quarterly

of

ed pla.

Elliott asked students to sign

the poster, if they were so

inclined, as "an attempt to see

how many students are

dissatisfied with Gailor food."

Miss Elliott considered the

poster a "poll" of students'

opinions on the matter. The
"poll" was submitted to the

Dean of Men, Doug Seiters,

and the Dean of Women, Mary

S. Cushman, along with Mis*

EII...1!

much better vai

quality of food thai

approximately the i

the

Wqv ^vwvrntt Inn

OPEN LATE FOR PARTY WEEKEND!

Open weekdays at 11 :00

Closed on Tuesdays.

UNIVERSITY

MARKET
IN CELEBRATION OF PARTY WEEKEND

10% OFF ON ALL BEER
(HOT OR COLD)

5% OFF ON ALL CASE GOODS

5% OFF ON ALL POTATO CHIPS

... md HUB HAWKINS, who mat,

HAVE A GOOD WEEKEND. ENJ0V IT ALL!'
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VICE CHANCELLOR
OUTLINES WORK

could not have been
, but i s the r

the

(cont. from page 1)

renovation of Quintard Hall at

the Academy. This project will

coincide with the renovation

now underway of Gorges
Dormitory. Both projects are

expected to be completed within

t Review of progress of Million

Dollar Program. The MDP's
goal this year is $1,026,000.
At the present time, $600,000
has been donated towards that

goal.

t Approval of the formal

,

written adoption of a non-
discrimination policy in the

admissions department.

between students, faculty, and
regents, the question of the university has had
student couse load came up. in over 75 years the hospital

V.C. Bennett said that the has never shown a deficit

complaint of "too much Dr. Bennett said,

pressure" was , in part,

indicative of a pervasive problen

of society at large, i Inflation

Political Confusion , and

a general feeling of uncertainty

have caused a great many
people to reevaluate their

nd, V.C. Bennett

ted, part of the recent

t on the part of students.

possible cc

of the budget and
financial resources of the

University. Dr. Bennett also

wished to note that under the
present administration Sewanee
ranked number 2 in terms
of percent increase in salaries

(Sewanee is evaluated in an
index with over 20 other
colleges of comparable academic
quality and size).

In regard to recent concern
about a possible financial drain

on the University by the new
hospital. Vice Chancellor
Bennett said the projected

deficit is zero. He went on to

cite the excellent record of
Hospital management the

Table shows nationwide faculty salary

of this

process."

When asked about the

problem of faculty salaries,

the Vice Chancellor responded
that it was lamentable that the

APOLOGY
Last week the PURPLE

inadvertantly cut the last

paragraph from Charles
Halsey's column and added it

to Babar's column on games.

understandably upset. We
apologize for the error and for

any aspersions cast on the

talent of either writer by our
mistake. Both columns make

Faculty Raise Below National Average

The average salaries of

full-time instructional faculty on
academic year (9/10 months)
contracts in colleges and
universities increased by 6.1

percent from 1974 to 1975,
according to preliminary data

released today by HEW's
National Center for Education

Statistics (NCES).
The data are from the current

NCES survey of SALARIES-
TENURE, AND FRINGE
BENEFITS OF FULL-TIME

INSTRUCTIONAL FACULTY
1975-76.

NCES, located in the Office

of the Assistant Secretary foi

Education, publishes selected

preliminary data as early as

possible so that the information

District of Columbia also

indicate that from 1 974 to

1975, instructional salaries

increased 6.2 percent at publicly

controlled institutions and 5.9

percent at privately controlled

addit

education
! to the

nunity,

Congress in their planning
processes.

The preliminary data,
covering the 50 states and the

Parking Ban Partially Lifted

by Walter Givhan

The no-parking zone in

front of the Bishop's Common
has been declared open for

parking after 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday. The decision to

open the area on Thursdays

was made last week by the

University Administrative

Cabinet. The formal request

was made by the Director of

Auxiliary Services, Tom Lotti,

to the Provost, Thad Marsh.
The original request to

partially lift the parking ban
was made by Mr. Bobby
Stovall, manager of Tiger Bay
and the Snack Shop. The
reason behind the request is

the Community Night Dinner
which Mr. Stovall has initiated

for every Thursday night at the

Snack Shop. Mr. Stovall and
Mr. Lotti both said that many

(elderly, ill, physically
handicapped) had complained

of the distance involved in

walking from the DuPont

NOW SERVING DANNON YOGURT

Also: EXOTIC COFFEE & DELICIOUS SANDWICHES

Open 11:30 a.m.- rVidnight daily Closed on Sunday

In Sewanee-call 598-5774

and Mr. Stovall's hope that the

partial lift of the ban will

facilitate patronage of the

Community Night Dinner.

Mr. Lotti also commented
on a number of general

problems that he sees in the

parking situation. Many senior

citizens and physically disabled

persons, says Mr. Lotti, find

the walk from DuPont parking

lot to be too much trouble.

Bad weather conditions also

cause community members to

shy from parking so far away,
commented Mr. Lotti.

Mr feels this

drop in patronage by citizens

of the businesses located in the

Bishop's Common. "It is

inconvenient for people to use

the building now," says the

Din ' Sen
Mr. Lotti also po
a drop in business for Tigi

Bay and the Snack Shop hurt

the University as well, since i

receives a percentage of th>

it. ai

The parking ban was put
into action at the end of last

semester. The original move for

a parking ban was made by the

Traffic Committee.
Appearance, safety, and
accessibility of emergency
vehicles to the Common were
the main reasons for the move.
Several possibilities were
considered, most involving

regulation of parking during

certain hours. The final rule

was a complete ban on parking

in the area. The action was
considered "temporary" said

Billy Joe Shelton, Speaker of

the D.A.; however, metal signs

were erected.

Mr. Lotti felt the decision,

which involved several groups

with vague jurisdiction, was
poorly coordinated. He also

expressed dissatisfaction over

the size of the space and the

use of metal signs. Mr. Lotti

feels a wide yellow line over a

smaller area would be the best

solution.

^Oji c^tmot) (j)ai

Seal of the University of the South

in Needlepoint

Paternayan Persian Yarn 1 4 mesh canvas
MAIL ORDERS FILLED-S31.50 (Including postage)

598-0334 open Tues. -Sat. 1 2-5 p. m.

Just one block down from the Bishop's Common on

Georgia A/e. in Sewanee

rig all

contracts remained at the 1974
level of 24 percent. The
percentage of women declined at

the ranks of professor,

associate professor, and
instructor while increasing at the

ranks of assistant professor,

lecturer, and "undesignated

rank." Women's salaries

increased 5.8 percent while

men's salaries increased 6.3

percent from 1974 to 1975. The
average salaries of men continue
to exceed the average salaries of

women at every academic rank

and at every institutional level,

in both publicly and privately

controlled institutions. Sixty

percent of men and 42 percent

of women were tenured, with an

overall total of 55 percent of

staff holding

Responses from the total

survey are not yet complete.

The preliminary statistics cover

2,782 (91.9 percent) of the

3,055 reporting units (campuses
and branches of institutions) in

the higher education universe.

FIRE DANGER

AT HOFFMAN
(cont. from page 1)

must be implemented over a

number of years due to the

constraints of the budget and
financial resources of the

University.

However, there are two
relatively inexpensive steps that

can be taken to allow dorm
residents to breathe a little

The first step would involve

installation of a manual alarm

system with one bell per floor

and 2 or 3 switches on each

Installation of smoke
uld the

flooi

detet

step. About the size of a lunch

box, this mechanism is placed on
the ceiling and emits 85 decibels



STUDENTS MAINTAIN COMMUNITY SERVICE

Mark Abdelnour and children begin Center repairs.

by Pat Boswell
Pool, ping-pong, and other

games are provided. A staff of

ten college students, paid by

of what Sewanee's promotional work study funds, supervises

lit

involvement" is the Sewanet

Youth Center. A relativi

handful of dedicated anc

concerned college student)

have maintained the Centei

enter's student

jiages the budget

nes the role of the

pla<

The Center

for

insulating, e.tc.

during the twenty-five hours

the Center is open each week
probably about ten children

will be in the Center. There are

about thirty children who are

The Sewanee Youth Center

is sponsored by the

Community Chest (about

$3000) and the Student

Activity Fee (about $250).

They receive no money
directly from the university.

This year, to raise money for

necessary repairs, the staff held

a raffle, appealling to the

community with the theme
"You Gotta Have Heart."

Much ofthe money raised

by the raffle will be used to

pay the salary of the art

teacher^ hired at the Center this

year. Kathy Heck will direct an

art program for

children; she is t

first-year serninar

has laugh £ aft in

City high school.

The impetus for these new
prdgrams has come after a long

period of student ignorance or

,
apathy regarding the Center.

When the Boys' Club was first

established, it was greeted with

great enthusiasm; many
student volunteers responded

to the community need. Not

only were the men of the

College behind the project, but

comm unity residents also

seemed willing to support it.

Support for the Center

weakened as the college

became co-ed and student

interest dwindled. Perhaps the

concept of a BOYS' Club, as it

was then called, had less appeal

to a coed campus.

At about the same time,

racial difficulties within the

community arose, white

support fell, and the Center

nunity

York

by Anne Brakebill

Anyone interested in

knowing more about the

history and doctrine of the

Christian faith and the basic

tenets of Anglicanism should

be aware of the Inquirers'

The program is designed to

fulfill the needs of students

and community members who
want to study these areas in

some depth, either to get a

Chri

background or to prepare for

confirmation. It thus fills a

dauble role as an Inquirers'

Class and a Confirmation Class.

The ten weekly sessions,

which began February 2, are

being held on Monday
afternoons from 4:30 to 5:30
at the E.Q.B. House. Taking

Career News
A representative of the

International School of Law,
Washington, D.C. will be on
campus on Friday, February
20. Juniors and seniors

interested come to the Career

Services Office.

In turn will be the chaplaincy,

Professors Charles Winters and

Jack Gessel of the School

of Theology's faculty. Sister'

June David of the Community
of St. Mary's, Dr. Waring

McCrady, and Bishop Girault

Jones.

A list of the topics to be

dealt with is available from the

Chaplain's office. As described

by Professor McCrady, they are

fairly orthodox subjects with

which anyone who is a part

of the Church should be

familiar. They range from

the historical roots of the

Church through the

development of doctrinal

tenets, to such current topics

as church organizational

structure and Christian

decision-making.

The format of the sessions

includes a presentation of the

material, open discussion, and

some small-group exchanges of

ideas.

While open to all interested

persons, the course is required

for everyone wishing to be

confirmed on April 25 by
. plar

spring.

Scholarships for Southern

newspaper work as a career

are offered by the Ralph
McGill Scholarship Fund. For

ails

Office.

Car)

JUST ACROSS THE RAILROAD TRACKS
IN COWAN

Valley Liquors

appealed to a predominantly

black clientele. Community
support was also shaken by

some incidents of bad behavior

at the Center.

As a result the Center

suffers an "identity crisis"

which Mark feels follows the

"utter neglect and lack of

continuity" in the Center's

past management. There is new
hope Tor the Center, however,

as plans are being made for the

(cont. page 12)

Bishop Sanders of Tennessee.

According to Chaplain

Kiplinger, about 26 people

have attended the first few

are already confirmed in the

Church.

Although any one of the

presentations can be
appreciated independently

of the others, it is the hope of

the leaders that those who
attend will commit themselves

to attending as many of the

sessions as they can, rather

than singling out particular

Why is there an Inquirers'

Class? As Dr. McCrady put

it, "People often tend to

forget that this place is

supported by the Church.

As such, the Church wouldn't

be doing itself justice if it

failed to offer .some

presentation of who it is,"

The Inquirers' Class is an

annual event in the life of the

Church on the Mountain.
Anyone unable to attend the

current series of meetings may

gets plenty of help.

Erotic Film Festival Set

by Dr. Scott Bates

The Experimental Film Club

will present the Third Annual
Erotic Film Festival on Monday
February 23, at 4:30 p.m. and

7:00 p.m. in Blackman
Auditorium. There will be no
admission charge, and the

program will last one hour
(allowing the audience at the

ning show time 1

• Tim Weisberg cor

Seven short adult filrr

shown, representing a

get

sexual stereotypes. The second

aim is to help change the

mistaken beliefs that

pornographic films are erotic

or that erotic films are

pornographic.

Eros is a god, not a devil or

a pornographer (although the

Devil often disguises himself as

Eros). Eros is a god who is

neither young nor old, male

nor female, white nor black,

brown nor yellow, Eastern nor

Western, drunk nor sober, cruel

nor tender, egoistic nor

life

styles. The films are funny,

lyrical, moving, some abstract,

experimental, and some clinical.

The purpose of tl

is twofold. The firs

is to help break up s

laritable, but all t

me time. He/she/it/they

iither dirty nor pornograph

'en if many, humans ar

; the

BOOK STORE
Two tables of Sale books.

Great Bargains!
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Sexuality Programs
EncourageAwareness

lily.

The i of I

line the Reverend

Seminary

llection.

Permanent Collection Well Hidden
by James Bradford

The "museum" below
Convocation Hal) lies in a state

of disrepair. The museum
remains locked (a key is

available) and goes largely

unused and unnoticed by the

University Community. The
museum guide sheet claims

the project operates on
extremely limited funds.

Most display cases' are

cluttered with objects and their

minute identification cards.

Many objects and paintings are

unidentified. Some of tHe

furnishings are in a state of

disrepair. An elegant sofa

of the Louis XVI style, with

unprotected from dust and
humidity. Cobwebs and stains

adorn some of the unprotected

furniture.

The first room one enters is

the front museum chamber.

According to the
mimeographed museum guide,
this front chamber was opened
to the public on
Commencement weekend in

May, 1971. This • room,
formerly part of then old
library, was converted into a

gallery for the University's

20th Century fine arts

collection. Works by Sewanee
faculty artists are on display.

A Children's Corner,
constructed through
fund-raising efforts by the
Women's Club, was opened on
October 21, 1973. in memory
of Joan Dicks. 'Mrs. Dicks
taught part-time in the Fine
Arts Department during a

semester in 1971. Bulletin

boards are available for art

showings.

At the back of this room is

a display case containing some
African artifacts. Carved ivory,

hand-made bowls, and figurines

are among the items in this

iman sexuality John Gessell
has been investigated and faculty, the o<

discussed by various persons and five events
groups within our society more coincidental, yet . he believes
frequently than at any other that they all have an important
time in history. Recognizing the common linkage. "These events
growing interest and importance are important to this community
of this area to members of the because sex is not only one
university community, several aspect of our human nature,
Sewanee groups have held or but also it is a very significant
are planning activities relevant to aspect. Therefore it's an area
the field of jiuman sexuality, which needs to be dealt with

Two weeks ago, for instance, seriously and openly," he
the college sponsored the said.

Sewanee Conference on Women Gessell further added that
with guest speaker Dr. Lee students are asking new
Tidball. Last week the Seminary questions about human
sponsored the Beattie Lectures

in which Sister Margaret Ann
Farley of Yale University spoke
on "Commitment and
Sexuality."

Forthcoming events are the

Human Ecology Project's (HEP)
workshop on sexuality to occur Janice Barkley, counselor at

display rooms from the old April 20-21, and the Erotic Film the Multi-County Mental Health
library stacks. These rooms Festival planned for next Center in Winchester added to

Monday in Blackman Rev. Gessell 's comment by
Auditorium at 4:00 and 7:30 noting that the atmosphere at

styles: Baroque-Rococo, Louis p.m. In addition to these specific. Sewanee is conducive to such
XVI, French Empire, activities, Dr. Ruth Cameron and activities. "The quest for
Victorian, and Art Nouveau. Mrs. Eloise Lester, a senior knowledge and openness at

visiting women's
(COnt. page 12)

Beyond the front gallery is

the Fine Arts Gallery's

permanent collection. This

chamber was converted into

sexuality, and developing new
ideas and feelings towards the

subject. "It is time to recognize

the growing awareness among
students and faculty regarding

the area of human sexuality,"

Beattie Lectures Viewed, Interviewed
women 'in their own right in women which now must change.

by Ellen Bartusch Christian symbolism. Since These, views are the traditional

sexuality alone no longer defines representation of women as
Sister Margaret Ann Farley, womanhood, the predominantly evil, the ancient definitions of

professor of Christian male symbolism and women .according to their
Yale Divinity School termonology found in reproductive systems, and the

Christianity must ' be tradition of man and male
"resymbolized." attributes as the sole image of

Wednesday, In her second talk on God. To women just coming
Sister Margaret into a full realization of
importance of themselves as unique persons,

love these customary symbols can

Ethi.

held a two-part lectui

Feb. 10 and Feb. 11.

Her lecture on
entitled "Sexuality" maintained 'Commi'tment
the necessity of recognizing expressed th

mitment

GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
.Financial Aid Source — items valued at over

S500 million dollars.

Contains the most up-to-date information on:

Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,

cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for

study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessiona!

training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post-

graduate study or research: funded on national, regional, and local

levels by the federal government, states; cities, foundations, corpora-

tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,

and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well

as excellent students, both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston. Mass. 02114.

Please rush rrrr copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA-
TION at S5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.

I am enclosing S . . (check or money order).

Name

© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.

elationship. She referred I the

commitment between a fully

defined woman and a fully

defined man as "the meeting of

two liberties."

THE

OAK TERRACE
TRUCK STOP

OPEN 24 HOURS

T/VE SERVE BREAKFAST

ANYTIME'

Because of these changes

in the definition of women, a

commitment. The partners in a

commitment must now be able

to see each other as two unique

persons, whole within

themselves and in Gdd.
In an interview, Sister

Margaret stated that these

changes in symbols and the

future identity of women were

to be done within the bounds of

Christian teaching. She
maintained that if there were

|
Mill

EURCPE

site 800-325-4867W Uir.Travel Charters

MCAT REVIEW COURSE, given on an

individual basis in Atlanta anytime during

March or April. The course takes 5 days.

For information: P.O. Box 77034,

Atlanta, Georgia 30309

Phone (404) 874-2454
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Sewanee's Mission Our

Liberal Arts Education!

A national sense of anxiety and questioning of purpose is

largely responsible for the pressure and anxiety Sewanee

students now feel, according to Vice-Chancellor J. Jefferson

Bennett. Graduate schools are tougher to get into, and scare

stories circulate about overeducated people working at

low-paving jobs -if they can find one. The natural reaction to

all this.of course, is an increased sense of pressure and

competition to "perform." And students who don't want

graduate school wonder why in the world they come to

Sewanee in the first place. After all. isn't the liberal arts

education only good for teachers and pre-graduate school

students?

The popular opinion is that if an expensive liberal arts

education cannot earn you more money, then what good is it?

When you invest nearly $20,000 into your life, it's not hard to

ask that question. The PURPLE reported a national survey last

semester which said that the difference in life-time earnings

between college graduates and high school graduates is growing

decisively smaller. A college education, much less a

non-techinical. non-professional liberal arts education, is not a

sure ticket to financial success.

The liberal arts college, as Dr. Bennett points out, intends

to transcend this utilitarian objective. The liberal arts proposes

to prepare one not for materialist goals, but for living a full,

active, and meaningful life.

That's alt very fine, the cynics say, but a person won't live a

full, active, and meaningful life if he can't eat! A closer

examination of exactly what the liberal arts ought to do,

however, will show that such "preparation for life" is also an

excellent preparation for a practical career.

A liberal arts education is often derided as being a

smorgasbord approach to learning. Certainly some narrow

concentration is lost by being concerned with more than just a

major field. How much more tragic, however, is it to be

involved heavily in some narrow area and never really have any

idea how your part fits in. To be on unknowing and

umnfluential cog in an overwhelming machine is one of the

anxious nightmares of modern man. Even if the liberal arts can

never teach you all there is to know about anything (if that

were possible), it should whet your appetite to know more

than what you do. It does this by constantly exposing the

student to new challenges outside of his familiar surroundings.

By trying to fit the whole piece together the student hopes

to grow into some sense of perspective about himself, and

about others. This is what prompts Mr. Marsh to remark that

therecipientsof a liberal education "will be reverent, as reason

dictates in the presence of mystery, but they will not be pious.

They will be concerned, but they will not be fanatic. They will

be enthusiasts, but will seldom be fans. They may. with

sufficient provocation, join clubs, but never mobs.
"

It is hoped that the liberal arts' trials will instill a sense of

judgment through the experience. Dr. Bennett quotes William

Johnson Cory: "You go to a great school, not for knowledge

so much as for the arts and habits- for the habit of attention,

for the art of expression... for the art of entering quickly into

another person's thoughts, for the habit of submitting to

censure and refutation, for the art of indicating assent or

dissent in graduated terms, for the habit of regarding minute

points of accuracy. ..for taste, for discrimination, for mental

courage and mental soberness. Above all, you go to a great

^school for self-knowledge.

"

The liberal arts must heighten also the aesthetic sense. To

be able to extend your appreciation and enjoyment of beauty

beyond the gaudy, ostentatious, and deceptive is to learn how
to really enjoy life. The liberal arts must sharpen the awareness

that there is such a thing as morality. Only by understanding

what is truly good can a person be free from domination by

what is evil or Second-rate.

Such qualities are painfully needed in government, business,

and the professions. People doing the hiring would be foolish

not to recognize the asset of a well-attained liberal arts

background. The individual can adapt beyond narrow and

short-sighted objectives: he has a concept of value he has the

ability to think, and lie should have developed an imagination.

All these attributes would seem to be valuable commodities in

the professional and business world. The liberal arts job

applicant can justify the scope and thrust of his education.

toward assuring 'relevanc

u n broken th read of tin;

purposes." the Vice Chancellor has said s

> get caught up in the rhe

—fte ErvD °S= A

"Over The Hill"

Last week I began a detailed

examination of the following

three proposals for easing the

class load: 1) require freshmen

taking the normal 30 semester

hours per year while reducing

the yearly load for juniors and

24; 2) go to a 4-1-4

1-4-1)

reputation and prestige, as well

as be beneficial to the individual

student.

Two problems with this

proposal both deal with time.

First, classes in the regular

lengthened to provide the same

presently offered. Second,

scheduling of the short semester

might be difficult

purpi

uld

first plan last week, so this week
I will scrutinize plans two and

three.

The second plan would
change our present calendar by
shortening the semester before

and after Christmas by two
weeks each and then using these

of

to be the better

>st schools which

system have their

then. However, for

better month.
IF the intensive type of study

in the mini-mester speaks in its

favor, then the quarter system

should be even better. Students
would then have all three
subjects on their minds each

day. Three courses are easier to

grasp at one time than four or

five. This system also offers

fewer exams each exam period.

Disadvantages include the

problem of where to squeeze in

three quarters and the possibility

of extra vacations which require

expensive travel to and from the

Mountain.

nt i lie

May might be the
(cont. page 11)

eithei

May. This

i January c

ould rei

load to four

courses and provide for a short

semester of intensive study of

The third proposal would
completely change the calendar

to institute a quarter system.

This could be done by having

one quarter before Christmas

and two after, or by splitting

the middle quarter in half

around Christmas, which would
probably

Chri

studei uld

five

4-1-4 system. The
could prove very

purposes pointed

Runge. The in

could enable a

complete the

eks. Each

>n!y three

nly three

pen

if a subject such as this. If it is

ist be sure our active priorities

und, broad education. ECCE
irk for it.

student

language

requirment in two years. Besides

fulfilling this requirement by the

end of the sophomore year, it

seems to me that studying just

one language intensively for one
month would be a good way to

grasp a firmer, deeper knowledge

of that language. In the junior

year, the four weeks could be

used for an intensive

independent study. This light

tHru? ^tfcanet ffarplc
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LETTERS

made in last week's edit

i tha- eked

i undercooked symptoms as those

t malnourished Gailor petitioners-

quit with any tendencies -Nothing more
towards haphazard, specific than to say we must
irresponsible, and polemical look at constitutional changes

brick-wall beating. Well taken, critically -Nothing - more

Examples of perfunctory and constructive than to say that

unconsidered legislation coming reform must come from within

from both bodies of government ourselves, Let's REALLY get

are distressingly numerous, down to earth, and get moving

Student government is always constructively. You can't get

cowering in the shadow of its traction without your feet on

legislative boo-boos. the ground. Come on. Harper.

And you were right too, to At the same time you criticize

imply that we should try to student

uality of our preoccupation

ce, and not just constitutional

ous volume, spend two weeks of editorials

government's

improve the

governmental \

cacapho;

Improve the quality. We <

WE HAVE.
Do you

1 do ' the

constructs

Think

the Dear Sir:

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE WEEK PHOTOGRAPHER:
freshman car rule. Here
example of what student Mr Halsey's
government can do if it speaks « Nothi Special"

• ; --t loudly, but responsibly.
the February 13th

Purple

1 George Washin

Nuclear Fission: Solution or Threat?

rather than simply say "No, its

a bad rule," we invited both
Deans Setters and Cushman to

the meeting, so that we could

of

rapidly proceeded downhil

..11-rie.hle. the

[This article is the first in a

series of two. This week Dr.

Hart examines the problems
surrounding the development

of nuclear fission as a source of

power. Next week he

which are emitted

ety -and retreated must be slowed down or

into a rigid position in which moderated to be more effective heard both sides. The
the opponents are often at inducing fission in other on the recommendatio
characterized as knaves and/or nuclei. Water circulated

fools. Before considering through the fuel elements

ana mane an
respons j D | e columnist trys to

well-informed shapt, his readers into at least
the issue. The thinking about these items, one
and Deans alike wou)q suspect tnat Mr. Halsey

would like to make his point

abolit
ognitk

whether of middle the moderator and faculty.. It was abolished.

possible alternatives to nuclear of each side. To do so it i

fission and some concluding unfortunately be necessary

remarks.] descend momentarily into

murky and menacing domain drive a turbi

of physics to describe the

The discussion about the Principles of operation of a

future development of nuclear flsslon reactor.

fission power plants

become highly polarized. Very

simple solutions are being

offered for very complicated

problems. On the one hand

nuclear fission a small

particle called a neutron strikes

a uranium nucleus and induces

it to break up. The end

products are radioactive

advocates "of "n"uclear~power f^i^j?*^^ !u"!!
who insist that the problems

have been greatly exaggerated

and that the widespread use of

fission power represents the f™J *J° jjj^j*"^
o n ly realistic means
meeting our energy needs over

the next 50-100 years. In

contrast, opponents claim that

the dangers associated with the process is p

large scale development of throughout the ent

fission power are too great for fuel element.^he

our society. Moreover, they neutrons

insist that alternate energy carefully

sources are either already are tc

available or could be quickly ™amt

developed if sufficient funds many
Jlocated. At this stag)

itire, I suggest two things. 1)
the "powers Mr. Halsey should attempt to

government. re f-me his style somewhat so

t we succeed that the satirical point of the
> out why it article is not lost in ramblings

cceeded. That is constructive. anrj misplaced emphasis. 2)

st's try to give those people The PURPLE should cover the

Opponents of nuclear power who are involved in student actual, non-satirical facts of the

pointed out several government more than just a matter which Mr. Halsey is to

problems. First, there is persecution complex.

Last week's editorial was (cont. page 11)
spent comparing student

away the released

briefly the arguments energy in the form of heat, that be" in studen:

This heated water is then piped Let's recognize wh
to a heat exchanger where it in doing, and figut

ultimately generates

{cont. page 11)

'NOTHING SPECIAL"
One of these

iurn nucleus

ror fission and release three

ver neutrons. The slower the

jn neutron, the more effective it

In this way the fission

the fuel must be

trolled. If there

o few, the process cannot

itself. If there are too

the process "runs

away." Neutron absorbing rods

Hi,. nber. The
the debate each side has struck regulate

••••••••••••••••••• of**
KUDOS:

Bobbie and Joe Brewer-for

opening a fancy restaurant at

the Sewanee Inn and treating

students like kings.

Everyone who bought a

ticket for the Youth Center

Raffle.

BRONX CHEERS:

I return the Bronx Cheer to

Jim Harper for his biased

headline of my article on last

semester's grades. The G.P.A. for

last semester was 2.773, a

stupendous .004 of a point

better than Fall, 1974. This

by Charles Halsey

The great thing about film

is the great thing about
architecture. It provides an

image that can be focused on
without the duress and vague

complications of personal

identification. In the midst of

totally "other" constructions

cast in right angles, a curve

suggests human forms. Well,

heck, the reason popularly

held about town for the

immense popularity of

"Jaws"? Simple. Symbolic
gratification. The f

cutting an edge

Like some of the

nore "realistic" Miro

>. Like the reason

it Peter Townsend

eloquent. But that terrific

movie "The Harder They
Come," well, GRAVITY'S
RAINBOW! MAN. I think we
have a particularly

advantageous perspective out

here in the middle of who
kno We're able

r clear of ii

lyoi

thai the

The
ing unde Therefore, if

n a little lower.

professors ARE
emanding. Sorry,
— Ted Doss

framed. We enjoy an image

and most important,

AUTHENTICALLY, the

menace of large motorcycles.

Now take "Nashville."
Weak. The thrust of the film

spot and
moment these fancy-dancy

directors and writers who
lower themselves into their

bubblebath of elocution in

the name of, yes you got it,

SOCIAL COMMENTARY.
Just give us "Heart and Soul"

on the eighty eights and

Hunter Thompson's newest

book (though "Fear and

Loathing in Las Vegas," that

old classic, will always do in a

pinch). The world's got gutsy

problems and we need gutsy

answers, right?

,bk- iable

„,lu

the most obatrusive ihtng

you've ever seen, about tbe

bicentennial and 200 yeara of

freedom and democracy,

which demanded people vote

for Plan "B" in the student'

government elections. "One
student - One vote" and all

that. Well that poster wasn't

up six hours before it was

down. Some citizen still left

with a thread of the old

moral imperative had just

torn that silly thing down. He
obviously felt, politically,

that far better the thumb of a

giant than the arm of a dwarf

And if you'll look at the

letters to the editor in this

issue you'll see how
successful this column has

been, always thrusting forging

onward both barrels blastin'

full bore, and baby if you
ulrl this

implications.

in the

Steadily

coffee, lurching through the

door at two in the morning

screaming TRIPE MY
GUACAMOLE you'd have

faith!
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Tigers Devour Scots

by Gregg Robertson

The Sewanee Tigers kept

their playoff hopes alive with

an awesome display of

tenacious zone defense and

aggressive rebounding to club

the Maryville Scots 84-58 last

Saturday at Juhan Gyr

The

was the second oT the year over

Maryville, revenging the double

beating the Scots inflicted on
the Tigers last season.

For the first six minutes of

the contest, the Tigers could

do no better than to stay close

t» the fired-up Scots, before

the appearance of a large and

raucous band of Sewanee
supporters along with a costly

pair of technical fouls took the

wind out of the Scotties'

ba gp i pes. Harry Hoffman
canned the two charity tosses

after the technicals to give

Sewanee its first lead of the

night 16-15 at 11:59 to go in

the half. For the next six

minutes, the Scots' whole roll

seemed to unravel as their

frigid shooting allowed the

Tigers' to run off an 18-4

scoring binge behind the

unstoppable fall-away jumpers
of Eddie Krenson and the

uncontestable layups and
tip-ins by Larry Cash, until the

Tigers cooled down to lead

only 40-30 at intermission.

The Tigers were able to

double their lead in the first

five minutes of the second half,

as Sewanee 's domination inside

THE NEW DYNASTY
by Carroll Vadnai

whipping his pla;

mild-mannered forward from

A uburn who sank shots

anywhere on the floor? Do the

scores Sewanee 98, David

Lips. 42 or Sewanee 104,

Southwestern 67 ring a bell?

Maybe not, but the year is not

1899, nor are these long

forgotten figures exhumed
from the confines of a dusty,

moth eaten sepulchre of

yellowing, cracking tintypes.

That was the 1972-1973

season when the Tigers, led by
their fiery, volatile leader Rudy
Davalos and featuring such

players as Bill Kosick, Jackie

Lefler, and Eddie Green,

streaked to an amazing 23-4

record. The Tiger fans were

licking

Mac keeps cool as refs blow another call.

Eddie Km

over the slower and smalle

Scots turned the game into

one-team show. With postma
Randy Lambert, Maryville's

only effective weapon against

the Tigers' big men, on the

bench with four fouls, Sewanee
moved to a 52-32 lead with

14V6 minutes to play, as the

Tigers began to control the

tempo of play-methodical and
precise for the first ten minutes

of the half and fast-paced and

explosive for the closing ten.

Sewanee's 1-2-2 zone forced

the Scots to shoot from the

20-25 foot range, with the

Cashes, Piggott, and Hoffman
clearing the boards to start the

Tiger fast breaks. Maryville's

full court zone press proved

very effective in tiring out the

Scots' starters, while giving

Hoffman, and "H" and "L"
Cash open layups. Once again

Coach Mac Petty was able to

clear his youthful bench for

the closing minutes, as the

Sewanee subs rolled up the

biggest margin of the game
' before the closing buzzer

mercifully ended what proved

to be the Scots' own
"Valentine's Day Massacre."

Sewanee's even scoring

attack was led by Krenson's 19

points and 6 rebounds, "L"
Cash with 17 points and 9

rebounds, Hoffman's 14 points

and 12 rebounds, while "H"
Cash had 10 points and 7

rebounds and Piggott added 9

points and 10 rebounds. The
Tigers led in rebounds 64-40

expectation of the

Lefler and Kosick v

along with improving Ken
Borfnan, with his golden afro

and promising freshmen

standouts Krenson and
Hoffman. But the Sewanee
dream of a Davalos dynasty

were dashed when Rudy began

his famous job-hopping
journey that eventually landed

him in San Antonio. Bill

Kosick went along for the ride

but fell by the wayside and

nded
Milwaukei

chosen to take

prospect, Petty brought an

unquestionable athletic

background but an untested

coaching expertise to Sewanee.

Mac faced a tough job in his

first year with the 7 foot

center gone, but the task

became even tougher when

counted on to supply outside

firepower, was shackled by a

severe knee injury.

With Sewanee spectators

braced for a dismal disaster of

a season. Coach Petty nursed

the injured but game Tigers to

a surprising and respectable

11-11 mark in his campaign on

the mountain. Mac Petty

displayed a less-flamboyant

style than his fiery predecessor,

but it was every bit as

effective. In only his second

year at the helm Mac meshed
the maturing talents of

Hoffman and Krenson with the

power of big John Sublett to

lead (.he- victorious Tigers to

the NCAA Divison III playoffs.

This season a rash of injuries

coupled with an incredible

string of tough breaks saddled

Sewanee with 8 losses, but Mac
Petty whose tall, youthful,

athletic appearance would, but

for his smart suits, mark him as

a Sewanee player rather than

the Tiger coach, refused to fold

under the unexpected pressure

and disappointment.

Petty's calm, affirmative

attitude has spread to the

players as the potpourri of

seasoned seniors and untested

freshmen have held together in

the face of adversities that

could have shattered the team's

The result has been three

straight 20 point victories over

previously troublesome
opponents. .The Tigers late

season drive has bolstered their,

record to 13-8, assured them of

a winning season, and kept

them in serious contention for

a berth in the upcoming NCAA
Division III playoffs.

Perhaps in this year more
than any other Mac Petty has

proved that he can and will

maintain a tradition of triumph

in Sewanee basketball.- Indeed,

the marked improvement in

the play of all the freshmen

Tigers, promises another fine

season next year even with the

absence of senior stars

and
4 1%-33%,

the Scots
Peter Lemonds hits the hardwood in pursuit of a loose ball.



Swimmers Submerge Records

After practice on
Wednesday morning, February

11, some of the members of

the Sewanee Swim team left

for Ath ens, Georgia to

compete in the 12th Annual
Inte

Championships. The purpose

of the trip was to qualify in

certain events for the NCAA
championships in March at

Washington, PA. Previously,

the team has qualified at the

CAC Championships, but the

cancellation of this meet

necessitated the trip. Georgia,

Auburn, Florida, North

Carolina State, Southern

Illinois, and Miami were some

of the powerhouses present.

Despite the competition the

Sewanee team remained in high

spirits throughout thi

day meet.

To say that the trip was a

success would be a gross

understatement. In addition to

qualifying for the NCAA's in

Richard Wood, Pierre Rogers,

Lee Stockslager, Scott
Ferguson, Billy Keeler and

Mike Milligan, set school

records in all but three of

sixteen events. A little

calculation reveals that

thirteen records were erased.

.Beyond a doubt, this year's

team is the fastest in Sewanee's

history

-

The 400 yard I.M. relay

record in which 4 swimmers go

100 yards of backstroke,

breasts troke, butterfly and

freestyle was broken by more

than 8 seconds. Keeler, Rogers,

Ferguson and Wood were

responsible for this new mark.

mark was also eclipsed by

Wood, Milligan, Ferguson and

Keeler. Both of these relays

qualified for the NCAA's.
Individually, Billy Keeler

qualified for the Nationals in

the 100 and 200 yard

backstroke while shaving three

seconds off the school record

Richard Wood smashed his

own record in the 200 yard

I.M. and missed qualifying for

the NCAA's in the 100 yard

and 200 yard backstroke by

only fractions of a second.

Scott Ferguson established new
marks in the 100 yard and 200

yard butterfly and also

qualified for the National

Championship's in both events.

The 200 yard and 600 yard

freestyle records were lowered

again by Mike Milligan. Mike

three also swam the 200 yard

butterfly, almost equaling

was a Ferguson's new record. Lee

kslager ruptured the

onds. Pie Roge.
>rds

in the 200 yard and 100 yard

breaststroke. And finally, the

500 yard freestyle relay of

Milligan, Stockslager,
Ferguson, and Wood set a new

By this edition of the Purple

the swim team will have ended

its dual meet schedule,

hopefully with a victory over

what appears to be a tough

team from the University of

Louisville on Thursday

afternoon. After that the

swimmers who qualified for

the NCAA's
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IM STANDINGS
A LEAGUE B LEAGUE i

TEAM WON LOST TEAM
Theo.

WON
7

lost!
I

ATO 8 1 SAE 6

IND 8 1 Ind. 6 1

BTP 2 DTD 5 2
LCA 5 3 LCA 2
SAE 5 4 PDT 3
DTD ATO 3 3

KA 2 5 BTP 2 4

PDT 2 6 PGD 4
SN 8 KA 1 8
DKE 8 DKE

ISKRA
1 6

7

TRACK TEAM SHOWS WELL IN

FIRST MAJOR TEST SEWANEE

Once again, congratulations

are in order for the tremendous

performance at Athens. Never

many records. Coach Bitondo

has used the talent of the team

Girls End on High Note

Covenant got 1J

points from th<

On Thursday night the Tigers
season me same

foun(j themselves right back on
d »

fc
.

Wlth a
the court with theScot's lassies

Covenant College but m& tJme the Tjgers wen?^

by Marcel Dion

> Sewanee girl's basketball

snded its season the same

by John Glenn

Last Saturday night, the

Sewanee Track team traveled

to Rose-Hulman, in Terre

Haute, Indiana, to compete in

the 2nd Annual Indoor Track

and Field Championships.

Having practiced for only 2

weeks, the Tiger team,

consisting of only nine proven

cindermen, was able to battle

to a respectable third place

>f its 13 finish in the meet
'

Finishin8

foul line. behind the power house squads

-Huln and
uthv the Tigei

37-24

last Thursday night. Earli

the week, the Tigers defeated

the same team by the score of

35-29.

In this game Sewanee started

out very slow, as did Covenant,

as neither team could find the

range. Covenant went into the

locker room at half sporting a

slim 16-15 lead. The 2nd half

proved to be more exciting.

The first half started e

i it did earlier, as both

juld produce only 13 points

managed to score 38 points

(Scoring in events wen

6-4-3-2-1 for the first fiv

that he was having problems

with his form.

In the 60 yard high

hurdles, Sewanee picked up a

second and a fourth place as

David Funk and reliable Ted
Miller blazed to strong finishes

for the Tigers. In the 50 yard

dash, however, the thinclad

hopes were shattered as Joe

Schultz was banned from the

blocks in a controversial call,

and Greg McGee slipped to a

poor start and failed to qualify

in his heat.

Speedy Freshman, Mike

Harding, however, placed a

strong third place in the 440

yard dash, and came back

ilK-r end

first half Alle,

The 400 yard freestyle relay Sewanee jumped

deadlock. The second half held

! for Covenant as they

ckle in only 11 tallies

their efforts. For

,
it was a completely

story. Led by the fine

play of Ellen Cimir

cannonballed to a fifth pla«

finish in both the triple jump

and broadjump. Randy took a

7th place in a tough field of

shot-putters, and remarked

splendid double by winning the

600 yard dash, finishing only

1.5 seconds off the stadium

record.

In the two-mile event, John
Emling Glenn an(j Felton Wright swept

COWAN CAFE

'Home Cooked Meals'

pen daily except Sunday

5 a.m. -4 p.m.

932-7451

5 point lead behind the shooting stogsdili and Jeannie Dortch

of Norma Stoneburner who
by her own admission, played

nearly flawless ball on both-

This rally,

sparked by Stoneburner, gave

the Tigers the lead for good.

Jeannie Dortch who is the

leading scorer on the Sewanee

team sizzled the silk for 12

points to lead all scorers. Ellen

Cimino who was plagued by

foul trouble still managei

10 points. Fouls played
important part in this game

Sewanee poured in 24

to take a commanding victory

over the Scots. The final score

was 37-24.

This was the third win for

the girls over Covenant this

season. The girls did

Scots Fall Again
by Gregg Robertson

the! first sity

and losing 4. They

JERRY'S
FOOD MARKET

STUDENTS—Listen to these outstanding bargains!

PEARL LIGHT BEER ONLY $5.75 A CASE

ALL OTHER BEER 10% OFF TO
STUDENTS-NOW THRU PARTY WEEKEND!

Drawings for free beer, free sandwiches,

and reduced prices on sandwiches at the

Deli Counter starting February 19.

ALSO 10% OFF KEG PRICE

(Give advance notice) 924-2710

In Monteagle

winning A

should be

job well done along with

Eet Coach Rick Jones and his

:ry assistants Tim Wolfe and

Reggie Rucker. With no seniors

on the team they should return

with a much improved squad.

These three victoriescoupled

with the men's double victories

over Maryville and Covenant

mark seven times that Scots

have fed the Tigers' voracious

appetite for triumph. Unlike

the legend of Robbie Bruce,

the Scots although getting that

crucial

gratulated^ for a
gnd a ba|anced scor ing attack

"to bring down the Covenant

College Scots 82-62 on

February 1 1 in Juhan Gym.

The
doubt as six Sewanee players

drove through a Scot defense,

as porous as its namesake

bathroom tissue, to score in

double figures.

The Scots made a show of it

in the early going, holding the

Tigers to a slim 19-17 lead

after ll'A minutes of play. But

the Tigers, behind the shooting

».., - —•»« a

p^gotf
S

an<i

P
Teu! UmlnTs wC

.

...., n.,,,,
nth chance could

remainder of the half to put

the Covenant upset hopes out

of commission. Reminiscent of

last year's memorable team

play against the Scots at

Tigers harrying defense that

forced several Covenant

turnovers which fancy passing

turned into fast break tayups.

Had it not been for the

exceptional play of Covenant's

Bob Signorino and Bruce

McDonald, the SPCA may have

had to been called during the

second half as the Tigers

maintained an 18-22 point

margin to the end. Steals by

Lemonds and Hoffman along

with good offensive board

work by the Cashes made the

•THE LATE NIGHT PLACE TO SHOP'

Open 8 a.m.- 11p.m. Mon.-Sat.

In Cowan

932-7824

Thomas 'Mose' Wilson

owner

joyed his

third straight leading

performance hitting 8 of 12

shots for 19 points, along with

8 rebounds and some excellent

passing that netted three

assists. "H" Cash canned 8 of

13 one-handers for 16 points

along with 8 rebounds, while

Krenson, Lemonds, and "L"

Cash matched 11 point totals

with Hoffman adding 10 points

and 8 rebounds. The Tigers'

fine shooting night resulted in

a 48% norm while the Scots

were held to 34%.
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pressing Dickie Simmons.

Flowers Bloom
But SN's Wilt

by Rainey Gray

by 1-57

A-League action.

The first quarter ended with

the ATOs ahead 16-13. The

ATOs however scored the first

eight points of the second

quarter to take command, but

the SNs fought back to a 28-26

score. The half ended with

ATOs ahead 38-30. Russ

Hetdman scored 14 points to

lead the ATOs in the first half

and Eb Davis had 12. Taylor

Flowers hit for 12 points to

lead the Sigma Nu scoring. Jim

Flowers chipped in 9.

The Snakes looked real

good at the start of the second

half, closing the gap to 40-38.

But the ATOs fast-break broke

the game wide open, and the

quarter stop showed a score of

54-42. John Upperco took the

ball to basket well and Willie

Mayberry did an excellent job

of directing the fast break for

the ATOs. The game continued

as a run-and-gun affair as the

Sigma Nus tried to catch up.

Again, the fast break of the

ATOs was overwhelming, and

the game ended with an 84-57

Taylor and Jim Flowers

again led the Snakes with 22

and 18 points, respectively. Bill

Trippe scored 9, and Allen

Reddick, although scoring only

6, played a fine, hustling game,

hitting the boards well. Russ

Heldman led all scorers with 27

points. Eb Davis who played a

great game, scoring 20 points

in a reserve role. Willie

Mayberry scored 14 and really

got the fast break going. The

ATOs suffered a serious blow

to their playoff hopes when Al

Nicks left the game after

injuring his knee. His status is

not known, but we hope he has

New location -Just off 1-24

right next to the Kayo station

in Monteagle.

Julie's Truck Stop

Open 24 Hours
FREE COFFEE ALL THE TIME!

We now serve homemade biscuits

Breakfast served at any time

CHOPS GET THE AXE
by Rainey Gray

All ci- an extremely slow

start, the Independents cracked

the Lambda Chis in the class

A-League race by the score of

66-44. Both teams were very

cold in the beginning, but the

Indys simply caught fire first.

Very aggressive defenses,

floor mistakes, and horrible

shooting led to an incredibly

low-scoring first quarter. The

first points of the game were

scored with only 3:46 left. The

Lambda Chis did not score

until the 0:56 mark, and this

bucket made the score 5-2. The

Independents then hit three

quick baskets to claim an 11-2

lead by the end of the quarter.

The second quarter saw a

lot more action, but all for the

Independents. They rebounded

welt, got numerous second and

third shots, and maintained

their tight defense. The LCAs
could not get anything to fall

in. They were taking good

shots for the most part, but

nothing would drop. The

Chops did not score again until

1:22 was left in the quarter,

making the score 22-4. The

half ended with score 26-6.

The Chops started the

second half like they

lead.

Vic Thomas lead all scorers

with 19 points for the

Independents. He was followed

closely by Lendell Massengale

with 18 and Nino Austin's 15

points. Austin, in his first

major test since he re-fractured

his hand, did a fine job on.the

boards as well as in the scoring

column. Frank Sconzo led the

Chops with 14 points, but

most of them came in the

fourth quarter. Rob Christian

scored 10 and did a good job

on the boards. Both of the

teams will be in the playoffs,

so look for a much better LCA
showing than this game

indicates.

Betas Master Dekes

able

comeback. They crept to

within 12 points, but four

quick Independent baskets at

the end of the quarter gave the

Indys an insurmountable 47-27

by Rainey Gray

The Beta B team, led by

Rusty Hazzard and John Alley,

scored a 56-23 win over the

The score was pretty even

through the first quarter of

play, but the Betas ran out to a

big fourteen point lead by

halftime, with Dale Trimble

supplying the fire-power. He
scored all 13 of his points in

the first half. John Alley and

Rus'y Hazzard really cleaned

the boards and gave the Betas

many second shots.

The second half was much
the same as the Betas

completely dominated play.

David Barrett played a fine

defensive game, always putting

a lot of pressure on the ball

and forcing many mistakes.

Alley and Hazzard again

dominated the rebounding

department, and provided a

potent scoring punch. Roland

Rider was the DKEs most

consistent performer and Jefr

Lowe rebounded well against

the bigger and taller Betas.

Roland Rider scored 11

points to lead the DKE's

scoring. Rusty Hazzard led a

balanced Beta attack with 14

points, followed by Dale

Trimble with 13, and John

Alley with 10. David Barret

played an excellent floor game

and scored 7 points.

ANSWERS
1. Vesna Cup
2. Lady Bing Trophy
3. Detroit Red Wings,!

ontreal Canadians, Toronto
J]

SMapieleafs,

JNew York Rangers, ChicagoJ
(Black Hawks

Frank Mahavolich.j

([Maurice Richard, Gordy Howe,!

[Bobby Hull, Phil Esposito,|

j[john Bellaveau

5. Gump Worsley

Get your heads
together.

From one beer lover to another.
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Over the Hill LETTERS
(cont. frontpage 6)

All three plans have two
problems which must be dealt

with. Some people take more
courses now than they have to

and end up graduating a

that, by lowering the' course

requirement, Sewanee will

I don't think this will happen,

but to make sure it doesn't

students could be prohibited

from taking more than six hours

per year over the twenty-seven

a year that would then "be

required, unless some
extenuating

"important" role in student

government in the past, ! was
trying to show the relative

importance of student
government to many, if not
most, Sewanee students. Interest

in student government varies

. from page 7)

Mth

uld .idf

opportunities for participation

in student government both by
the students who are always
interested and by the students

who are only interested in

certain issues. A closer reading

of my column would have
shown him this. Thanks for

ritinti.

that matter should

knowledge, so that

his readers will have some idea

of what it is he is talking

If the column was to be
taken seriously, Mr. Halsey
should learn to listen to what
is being said and cite facts, not

To this reader's mind, the

most outstanding problem with

the column is a mixture of

styles. When one serious

statement is made, all intended

satire goes out the window.

In the column of the 13th, a

sensible arguement or

expression of opinion was

impossible to discern. Those
who are not fortunate enough

to be required to attendGowns-
man- meetings could not read

about the last one in the

PURPLE (except, of course in

"Nothing Special"), are

probably not aware of what

opinions of those who, by the

nature of their jobs or
(

by
their own natures, give the

time necessary to think those

things through which might
escape ordinary folk. However,
the style and clarity of the

column need to be thought

through as well as the issues at

ally thei

; therefore possibly more
nfused than I am over the

act intentions of the article.

do about a major such as

forestry, which requires a large

number of hours within the

major area. Along the same lines,

correspondingly reduced, will

take up a larger portion of one's

time here. I'm not sure about
the solution to these problems.

Nuclear Fission: Solution or Threat?

the -•ill

page 7)

at present no generally

accepted method for safely

disposing of all the radioed ive

fragments. Most of these

wastes retain their activity for

only a limited period of time;

come up with some good
alternatives, though. I do hope
that, before students and faculty

each express their preferences

for one plan or another, an open

meeting for students and faculty

together will be held so that

each can see the concerns and

preferences of the other.

eply to

constitutional

for implying

"uninterested

in student

how vill

dangerous for thousands of

years. Burying such long-lived

wastes in salt mines has been

proposed. Salt

ntact .-nil..

that those who ar

and involved

ground water flow for several

hundred thousand years. There

is considerable disagreement

between the two sides on the

|ir<ili.ibilily of this security

being breached by natural (e.g.

earthquake) or artificial

(terrorist) means.

Some of the radioactive

wastes can be reprocessed to

provide more fuel. This can be

done economically only if the

n.- processing sites are located

near the reactors. A problem

arises in the export of nuclear

ffinuntrg Squire fflbaittra

STUDENTS-SAVE TIME AND TROUBLE.
INSTEAD OF TAKING YOUR WINTER
CLOTHES HOME AT SPRING BREAK-
STORE THEM WITH USI HAVE THEM
NEAT AND FRESH WHEN YOU RETURN
TO SEWANEE IN AUGUST.

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
John Mcpherson ' Telephone

ownfb 598-5703

RESTAURANT
TRADING^
POSTL

iVtortfeag^Teme^es

Salad Bar and Fresh River Catfish

1Q0OO W*-te?hArtfi«*Wl?*y

OPEN" 7W<*WtEK 6«w.-IO*m.

countries. If a

il.-uii is included, th

:ountry can divert si

eprocessed fuel fc

technology donated by

Canada. In order to gain

ratification of the Treaty of

Nonproliferation of

Nu

tied

underdeveloped n

United States has

itself to export nuclei

technology to those countric

Close monitoring of the flo

of nuclear materials is beir

placed under the supervisi

rupture. The water, which
carries the heat from the

reactor to the exchanger,

would be rapidly drained from

the reactor core. It should be

stressed that there is no danger

of a nuclear explosion.

Remember that the water also

slows down the neutrons to.

Loss of coolant thus means
that the reactor shuts down.
The major problem is that

without the water to remove
the heat the core will become
extremely hot and perhaps

begin to melt down. Any

ould relei

the Int
Ther<Energy Age

considerable d i.sagn.' . m en

1

between the two sides on how
effective this agency will be in

preventing the proliferation of

nuclear weapons. Even in our

own country there is the

possibility Lhat terrorists could

reprocessed fuel and construct

a primitive nuclear weapon. On
the other hand, the federal

government has considerable

experience in the safe shipment

of nuclear material and secret

mili tary hardware. Again

,

considerable disagreement

exists as to how intensive the

however, should

rounding

;ystems,
ickly fill

a reactor (30 years?). No
system can ever be made
totally safe for all time. Just

where should the line be drawn
for a fission plant?

' Proponents of nuclear

power have become
i n creasingly defensive and
impatient in their responses to

questions in this area. A

federally sponsored study of

such problems (the Rasmussen
Report) indicated that the

probability of an accident is

extremely low and that the

biological consequences,
should one occur, would not

be severe. Technical criticisms

of parts of this report have led

of their

rial diffic

would be to build a homemadi
nuclear device.

Perhaps the most difficul

questions posed by opponent

of nuclear energy is thi

possibility of a power plan

accident in which largi

material would be released tc

the surrounding area. The mos
commonly discussed acciden

is a "loss of coolant accident'

(LOCA). Suppose that one o

the pipes circulating wate

through the reactor was U

oompiiici -simulation models

exist which predict the

behavior or (he system during a

LOCA based on the physical

characteristics of the materials

in the reactor. Considerable

disagreement exists regarding

the validity of the computer

accident. For example,

premature cracking of fuel

containers has been discovered

in some reactors. Is Plutonium

a highly-toxic or relatively

inocuous substance? It depends

on whether you breathe it or

eat it. How does one calculate

the long term (50 years)

biological effects of a release of

radioactive material or even

compute the probability that

such an accident would occur

during the operating lifetime of

FOR THE BEST BET YET IN BOOZE

IN FRANKLIN COUNTY

questions have recently been

raised because of the Brown's

Ferry incident and the closure

of the Vermont Yankee
reactor. Workmen at the

Brown's Ferry install,, lion

ally the

conduit insulation

while testing for a leak with a

candle. Hoping to avoid bad

publicity, plant personnel

unsuccessfully attempted to

fight the fire themselves

instead of calling in local

firefighting units at once. The
plant has been closed for

nearly a year. Even more
damaging was the realization

that the control wires for all

operations, including the

back-up safety system for

LOCA,
and ould

become inoperable at the same

time. This wiring system is

used in all reactors today.

Recent tests at the Vermont

Yankee plant disclosed the

possibility that in an accident a

hole could be produced in the

reactor container which would

allow radioactive material to

escape into the surrounding

area. The refusal of many
nuclear energy proponents to

admit the possibility of such

problems until their existence

is clearly demonstrated has

credibility. The Brown's Ferry

incident has illustrated the

difficulty faced by any

computer model in predicting

NEXT WEEK: Can we.

afford to stop development of

nuclear fission power plants?



FRATS PLAN FOR BASH

Mnlv, irty i ekend
.Thursday night a

per person and $2 per couple. "Majestic" will be
Los Peones will be partying DTD will have "Prei

Saturday morning at the BTP grain punch; LCA v,

have a Yucca Flats and "Ti

10 a.m. play; PDT will ha>

ivers and Dancin" playing, adrr

$3 per couple; PGD w
heATOs keg and music; SAEs i

the SAE house with

DKE will

champaignebreakfast
PGD house with their Crystal DTD will serve Screw
Goblet party. Bloody Marys.

On Friday night the KAs, For Saturday nigh
ATOs, and the SAEs will have will have set-ups a

"The Cadillacs" playing at the BTP will have a BYOB party and
KA house. Admission will be a band; DKE will have kegs and a band and kegs
$5; BTP will have a keg; DTD
will have rum punch and gape
tapes; LCA will have a keg and
music from their sound system;

PDTs will have their annual
Medieval Banquet; SN will have
"Locust Fork" playing and serve

grain punch, admissions is SI.50

;SNs

Seiters Says "No" to Dorm Parties

Dean Doug Seiters ha

recently re stated an old rule t

clarify a matter that has arisen d o r m i t o r i

again this -year. Henceforth, consumption
there will be no parlies held in without prio

dormitory rooms without prior Deans, they ;

... ,

, the Dean told proctors The

nore places

study or sleep, and the

university must guarantee each

student a place quiet enough to

do so. The rule, in effect,

empowers proctors to break up
noisy, gatherings any time of

In order

PARTY PERMIT APPLICATION:

prevent excessive violation of the Code of Conduct

I, request consent of the Dean's of Students for the assembly

of persons in Dorm Room for the

purpose of consuming intoxicants on (Fri., Sat, other). Month,

Day. Time - (a.m., p.m.).
Respectfully yours.

with party break

Sexuality Programs

In the future for Sewane.

SEWANEE ARTS FACES PROBLEMS OF TIME AND MONEY
(conl. from page 2) The fol |owing weekend. in featurine Bob Dilworth and

Coops successor, he plans to conjunction with Purple Masque. Allan Whitehead in the lead
donate all of the hours required Sewanee Arts will present roles. Following spring break
to keep the Inn open on its ROSENCRANTZ AND the Outside Inn is scheduled to
regular schedule, starting with GILDENSTERN ARE DEAD, a be open every weekend until
the weekend of February 27th. comedy directed by John Miller exams.

Students Maintain Community Service

(cont. from page 5)

-ewanee creates territory for

earching not only for jobs, but
Iso for different areas of one's

>wn life, and sexuality is one of
hem," she said.

Although the five events are

oincidental, none of them
eiterates the other. Each event
nanifcsls only one or two of the

everal differnt aspects of human
exuality. The five as a whole

problems and side effects of

abortion are discussed.

The erotic film festival for

next Monday is not designed as

pornography, according to
Pamela Mumby of the HEP.
"Rather, it is designed to show

lal lo of

ugh . age (

strengthening and fulfilling our

The ultimate goal for all

these events, Ms. Mumby said,

is "to heighten the awareness of
one's own values and concepts
of oneself as a sexual person. It

"

is also to educate members of

6th
i March ' CDI

of the Mark
ization. YOUTH

auld lik

birthday of the organization. YOUTH Center becoir

Beattie Lecture Held

college atmosph

themselves number o
:uality. The faculty for

s for

ideas. Creativity in a relationship

is the product of rules and
boundaries. Without limits, there

is no need for such creativity.

When asked what a Sewanee
sludent could do to help in this

society of changing identities,

Sister Margaret expressed the

growing need of women's
"support" groups. She was
encouraged that Sewanee
fosters things as the Women's
Conference, Women's Studies,

and the Women's House.

byt
;enerally do

CIVIC Center. Through this

be the community could offer a

a
variety of services, including
perhaps typing and adult
reading classes.

Mark stresses too the need
for volunteers to work and

the PIay with the children; not just

the people putting in time for a

her paycheck, but people who are

ted interested in the potential

these kids offer.

society. Sister Farley's lectures

added the moral and religious

sexual life. The HEP workshop is

designed to investigate the area

with regard to its psychological

implications upon members of
society, while the dormitory
visitations provide a practical

approach in which everything
from biological facts to the

lity the

alternatives of sexual lifestyle so

as to facilitate better

understanding, trust, and love

among members of our
community and people of
varying sexual backgrounds."

GRAB YOUR DATE AND COME ON DOWN TO

Tiger BayMZZAII HAMBUHOEI

NEW HAPPY HOURS!!!
.-Thurs: 7-8 p.m. $1.65 pitcher/,35 mug

Friday 7-9 p.m. $1.55 pitcher/.30 mug
s 16 inch pizzas

THE 1ST NATIONAL BANK OF TRACY CITY

THE BANK THAT CARES'

Tracy City, TN Monteagle, TN

MATADOR
STEAK ROOM

Specializing in Steaks and Seafoods
Open 5p.m.-till 11p.m. Seven Days

Students—Listen to this outstanding bargain'
STUDENT SPECIAL-Steak for two only $7.50

on Monday thru Thursday
This include; 22or. of meat, potato, salad bat , and biead


